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I am Interested In the comment which you say that 
Behn made of the new President here. I think that he 
will have to learn a great deal and the major difficulty 
is that in this matter of electricity he will have to 
learn fast. 

I am extremely interested to know of the fact 
that Brosens and J.M. had a meeting on March l6 and I 
shall be interested in the outcome. 

This Is a letter which I am dictating hurriedly 
before starting my work this morning* I shall let you 
know of the results of our conversation with Carrillo 
today. Things will have to move fast or we shall have to 
stop work and you may be sure that we are doing everything 
possible here to prevent the necessity of that. 

It was very thoughtful of you to telegraph me on 
March 17 and I can assure you that it was a great plea
sure for me to see you and the family and I only wish that 
I could stay there longer. 

With affectionate good wishes to you all in which 
Marion joins, 

Cordially and faithfully yours, 

GSM/cbc 


